
 

Wireless voltage indicator 

User instructions 
Please read these instructions carefully before using  

Warning:  Always ensure that leads and testers are not damaged before use. This 
tester is intended for use by a competent person. 

Both transmitter and receiver units are powered by 2 x AA/LR6 1.5V Batteries. Please 
remove tabs before first use. 

Power on/off/mute 

To power both transmitter and receiver units press power button and hold down 
until ascending bleep is heard. The units are now powered up and ready for use. 

 To power down press and hold power button again until descending bleep is heard. 

The operational bleeps can be muted/unmuted on both units during operation by a 
short press of the power button. Any muted status will be cancelled out 
automatically on a change of status or comms loss of monitored circuit or accessory. 

Directions for use 

With both units turned on, connect the transmitter using either 13A mains lead or 
banana plug lead to the circuit or accessory to be tested. If the monitored circuit is 
dead then the green LEDs will flash on both units. If the circuit is live then the red 
LEDs will flash on both units. If communication between units is lost then the user is 
alerted by rapid alternate flashing LEDs and bleeps. 

The purpose of this tester is to be able to remotely identify when you have isolated 
the correct circuit at the consumer unit for the accessory or circuit to be worked on.  

The transmitter can also be left connected to the circuit or accessory and if it 
becomes live the user will be alerted on the receiver by red LEDs and bleeps. 



Please note that if the transmitter unit is disconnected from the circuit or accessory 
at any time then the receiver will show a dead circuit indication i.e. green flashing 
LEDs even if the circuit or accessory is still live. 

This device is not intended to replace any safety isolating procedures and all existing 
safety isolating procedures should be followed. 

The transmitter can also be used on its own to indicate a live circuit when remote 
indication is not required. 

Battery low indication is indicated by a double flash of the LEDs. Replace weak 
batteries immediately. 

 

Auto power off 

Both devices will turn off automatically after 30 minutes after last button press or 
signal being received. 

 

Cleaning 

To clean please wipe with a damp cloth. Take care not to allow ingress of water to 
battery compartment. 

Range 

The range of the wireless connection varies depending on environmental conditions 
and battery power. In open air it will connect within approximately 80m but this will 
be reduced when transmitting through walls/doors and other solid objects. 

Specification 

Model ZAP01R/T   
Batteries 2 x AA/LR6 1.5V (included) 
RF Band 434 MHz 
Input 90-250v AC 50/60Hz Class 2 (transmitter only) 
 

Designed and manufactured in the UK 
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